
Associate in Accounting

 
An Associate of Arts (AA) in Accounting is a great field for students who have a basic

interest and strong abilities in mathematics.

Due to the nature of the program, it is imperative that students have a desire to work

with numbers while learning difficult and intricate mathematic skills. For students who

do not have a strong background in mathematics, it is still possible to become

engaged in accounting. The AA degree in accounting will provide you with all

necessary skills to continue your education in this vibrant and opportunity filled

area.This major will prepare you for:An AA in Accounting will provide students with the

basic skills needed to continue their education with a Bachelor in Accounting. Upon

completion of their Bachelor degree, students will have learned the abilities to allow

them to enter the field of accounting in a variety of areas like corporate accounting,

government finance, public accounting, and private and public auditing. Not only will

the AA in Accounting prepare the student for a Bachelor in Accounting, but will also

allow the student to continue their education in areas like business management,

finance, or tax law.

 

Schools That Offer Associate in Accounting

 
For nearly 50 years, YTI Career Institute has served as a beacon to

our students-brightening their outlook for the future and illuminating

their path to a rewarding career.

 

A nonprofit, regionally accredited higher education institution, Pacific

Oaks offers bachelor’s completion and master’s programs in a

variety of fields, including Human Development, Marriage and

Family Therapy (MFT), Education, Early Childhood Education

(ECE), Teacher Credentialing, and Organizational Leadership.

 

Preparing students for professional and personal success is what

Berkeley College is all about. From career-focused degree and

certificate programs offered in some of today’s most in-demand

professions to extensive support resources, YOU are at the center of

everything we do at Berkeley. Berkeley College offers career-

focused programs, supportive professors with real-world industry

knowledge, hands-on learning through our internship program, and a

variety of supplemental programs and activities.

 



Building on Purdue's mission to provide greater access to affordable,

world-class education, Purdue University Globaldelivers a highly

personalized online experiencetailoredforworking adults. By opening

the doors to adults who need flexibility to fit learning into their busy

lives, we make it possible to achieve a high-quality education from

the prestigious Purdue University system—from anywhere in the

world.

 

Bryant & Stratton College offers a personalized career education

and experience leading to high-demand professions so graduates

are prepared for their careers and life pursuits.

 

Southern New Hampshire University is a private, nonprofit,

accredited institution with more than 3,000 on campus students, over

170,000 online students, making it one of the fastest growing

universities in the nation. Since its founding in 1932, the University

has transformed from a school of accounting and secretarial science

into an institution offering over 200 programs, from certificates to

doctoral level degrees including business, education, liberal arts,

social sciences and STEM.

 


